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Cannon EOS Rebel T7i

Nikon D5300 DSLR

Leica V-Lux

Take your photos to the next level with the image quality and near-instant autofocus of the EOS 
Rebel T7i camera. A 45-point all cross-type AF system* and optical viewfinder lets you stay ready 
for that unforgettable moment with virtually no lag between what you see and what you get when 
you press the shutter. Fast and accurate Dual Pixel CMOS AF with phase-detection locks focus 
quickly and accurately to help make sure you don't miss a great shot. A 24.2 Megapixel CMOS 
(APS-C) sensor helps you capture special moments from vacations to family events in brilliant 
color, detail and vibrancy for beautifully memorable photos and videos. With a maximum ISO of 
25600, you can capture photos in low light with minimal chance of blur.

Get started off on the right foot with a capable camera and a pair of versatile zoom lenses with the 
D5300 Dual Lens Kit from Nikon. It combines the powerful 24.2MP DX-format D5300 with an 
AF-P DX NIKKOR 18-55mm f/3.5-5.6G VR lens, equivalent to 27-82.5mm, and an AF-P DX 
NIKKOR 70-300mm f/4.5-6.3G ED lens, which is equivalent to 105-450mm.

| $1,049

| $795

| $1,195
The Leica V-LUX (Typ 114) Digital Camera is an advanced point-and-shoot digital camera with 
the form factor of a DSLR. It has a 20MP, 1" MOS sensor, a 16x zoom lens, and UHD 4K video 
capability. The built-in, DC Vario-Elmarit, 9.1-146mm f/2.8-4.0 ASPH lens has a 35mm equivalent 
focal length of 25-400mm. Optical Image Stabilization helps minimize the appearance of camera 
shake, resulting in sharper images, and 4x digital zoom and 32x intelligent zoom provide the lens 
with an extended focal range. The moderately fast aperture, combined with a native sensitivity 
range of ISO 120-12500 allow the lens to perform in situations with low light.


